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In part I [ 121, of this paper we investigated the following situation: A is an asso- 
ciative ring with 1 # 0 and Mod-A the am v ~Ltegory of right A-J?lUU’i.i 25 -I 1 . The category of 
pro A-modules, pao(Mod-A), is the category of projective systems in Mod-A ;see 
Duskin [4]. There are several well known conditions on a pro A -module, I?& which 
ensure that lim(i)M = 0 for i > 0; for instance if M is essentially constant 
(cf. Duskin [4]), which is the same thing as saying b1 is stable in the terminology of 
part I. Can we construct from the class of stable systems alarger class which still sat- 
isfies the “lim(i)M = 0 (i i 0)” condition and if so can we study this larger class of 
“weakly stable” objects in any useful way? 
In [ 121, we introduced the torsion class,%? 3. ~3 .,of weakly stable -- “semi- 
simple” pro A-modules and the associated torsic;l radical, S( ); these were used to 
give information ot only about the weakly stable pro A-modules, but also about 
general pro-modules. This information takes particularly nice form when A is a 
semi-artinian ring. In this part we examine some of the ways in which results proved 
initially for the simple torsion theory in Mod-A extend to pro(Mod-A); in fact they 
often extend in such a way as to give important information on the pro-modules in- 
volved. We also look at the way that the localisation functor, which comes naturally 
from the torsion theory, interacts with the derived functors of lim. 
The category, pro(Msd-A), is almost as easy to work in QS Mod-A except for two 
things. Firstly the arguments involving filters of ideals used, for instance, by Jans [8], 
do not seem to carry through and no analogue has yet been found to take their 
places. The second ifficulty is that pro(Mod-A) does not have injective envelopes; 
we have managed to get around this difficulty, however, by the introduction of 
“local” inj;ctive envelopes in $9. 
The numbering of the sections continues that of part I. 57 gives an alternative 
description of the torsion theory. Section 8 introduces purity and absolute purity 
for pro-A-modules and paves amongst other things that if A is semi-artinian, IV in 
pro(Mod+l) is absolutely pure if and only if lin~~lhl! = 0 and lim M = 0. 
The final section of this part deals with localisation and shows that localisation 
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with respect to this torsion theory does not destroy many of the properties of a 
pro A-module. Explicitly if \k(M^): M+L(M) denotes the natural map from iV to 
its localisation, L(M), then, for i > 1, 
limW@f) : lim( W + lim(i)L(JI) 
is an isomorphism. 
In Mod-,4 it is well known that each L(M) has a natural L(A)-module structure. 
We end $9 with an invesfiigation f the corresponding question in pro(Mod-A). 
Finally, in this introdtiction, we recall some notation and terminology from 
various ources. 
A pro-object in Mod-A’ is a functor 
M: I-, Mod+l 
where I is a small cofrltf:ring category. We call such pro-objects “pro A-modules” or 
“systems” if no confusion will arise. 
The set of maps fror,l M: 13 Mod-A to N: J + Mod-A is given by 
lim (colim Horn Mod-A (8% lye))) l 
J I 
For a fuller description of “elementary” pro-abelian category theory see Duskin’s 
Strasbourg notes [4], or the appendix of Artin and Mazur’s [2]. 
7. Alternative approaches to the weakly stable socle 
Following Dickson [3], a non-empty subclass, 7, of an abelian category,& is 
called a torsion class if 7 is closed under images, extensions and arbitrary direct 
sums. If 7 is closed under taking sub-objects, then it is said to be a hereditary tor- 
sion class or, by some authors, a strongly complete Serre class (see Gabriel [6], 
Lambek [lo], Stenstriim [131 and Swan 1141). 
Given any class (? of objects in 94, let (7, 9) be defined by 
tT={FlHom(C,F)=O,CE c”j 
Tis the torsion class generated by e and the pair (7, 9) is called a torsion theory. 
Objects appearing in Y will be said to be torsion free. 
The example we are interested in here is where e is the class of simple modules 
in the category, Mod-A, of right A-modules. (7,T) is then called the simple tor- 
sion theory on Mod-A. 
Mod-A can be considered as a full subcategory of pro(Mod-A) via the naturally 
defined embedding 
c : Mod-A + pro (Mod-A ) . 
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We generate a new torsion theory, this time on pro(Mod-A) by using the class c( 9) 
of constant orsion pro-A-modules. A pro A-module F will thus be torsion free if 
and only if 
Horn (c (S), F) = 0 
for all simple A-modules, S. Using the natural adjunction given by the adjointness 
of c and lim, we get 
HomA (S, lim F) = Hom(c(S), F) = 0 
so that lim F must be torsion free for the simple torsion theory on Mod-A. This re- 
covers partially a result proved in [ 121. 
There is an alternative description of this torsion theory on pro(Mod-A) given by: 
A pro-A-module T is torsion if and only if for any epimorphism 
T+M 
in pro(Mod-A), there is a monomorphism 
c(S) --) M 
for some simple A-module, S. 
We denote the torsion class thus formed by Y(3) thus shortening the notation, 
3cl”. 3. d. (A) - used as an abbreviation of “weakly-stable simple in pro(Mod-A)” -- 
which was used in [ 121. 
We define a torsion pre-radical on pro(Mod-A) as follows: 
(i) s(M) = 0 if M contains no subsystem isomorphic to c(S) for all simple 
A-modules, S. 
(ii) s(M) = Z{NIN C M, c(S) s IV for some simple A-module, S]- 
and then, as usual, form by transfinite recursion the torsion radical S(M) given by: 
for each ordinal Q, s(M) is the sub-pro A-module constructed by so(M) = 0; 
q(M) = s(M); if cy = fl + 1, s,(M)/sB(M) = s(M/s&W)) and if a is a limit ordinal 
Finally let S(M) = U, s&‘V). The first ordinal Q! such that s(M) = M (if such exists) 
is called the stable length of M and wou d seem to be useful in the study of torsion 
pro-modules. This idempotent torsion radical defines the torsion class, denoted by 
9-t’. J. 3. (A) in [ 12 j , which we claim is identical with the class, T(J), defined ear- 
lier in this section. 
Theorem 1. S(M) = M uarld onl_v gM is in T(3). 
The proof for M in Mod-A is given by Alin and Armendariz [ 1, p. SOO] and since it 
generalizes almost word for word there would seem little point in repeating it. 
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8. Local injective envelopes and absolute purity 
As mentioned in the introduction the category, pro(Mod-A), does not have injec- 
tive envelopes, however the functor categories, (Mod-#, for I cofiltering do have 
enough injectives and, in fact, each (Mod-#) is equivalent to the category of right 
modules over the “category-ring” ofI; see Gabriel [6, p. 346-71 or Mitchell [ 111. 
The connection between pro(Mod-A) and the categories (Mod-#, is given by the 
“Reindexing Result” which is proved in Artin and Mazur’s notes [2, A.3.2, p. 1601 
or in Duskin [4, p. 6, Lemn a 3.51. This basically states that any morphism in 
pro(Mod-A) may be replace 3, up to isomorphism, by a morphism in some (Mod-#. 
If we are given a monon ,c rphism 
f:M-+N 
in pro(Mod-A), by [ 1,4.4, p. 1661, we can replace this (up to isomorphism in the 
category of morphisms inpro(Mod-A)) by a monomorphism 
f’: M'+N' 
in some category, (Mod-d)!; the injective nvelope EI(M') of M' in (Mod-d)’ then 
acts like an injective nvelope for M relative to this monomorphism, f. This “relative” 
or “local” irrjective nvelope often suffices to give adequate analogues inpro(Mod-A) 
of “classical” results in Mod-d, so we will use the following definition: 
Let M: I -+ Mod-A be a pro d-module. A local injective nvelope for M is a pair, 
(+J, E(Mq)), where rp I J + 1 is a cofinal functor and E(Mq) is an injective nvelope, 
in (Mod-d)J for the functor Mq: J + Mod-d. We will use EJM) to denote the pro- 
object corresponding to(q, E(Mq)). 
Theorem 8.1. The torsl:on theory (T(J), T(J)) is hereditary. 
The proof follows from the following two lemmas 
Lemma 8.2. If F is torsion free then so is each local injective envelope of F. 
Proof. S(F) = 0 by assumption so assume that S(E,(F)) St 0 for some local injective 
envelope E,(F) of F. 
Then there is a simple d-module, S, and a non-zero morphism, hence monomor- 
phism, 
which, if q : J -+ I as before, can be realised as a monomorphism in (Mod-d)J 
q: q(S) -+ E,(F). 
Im(cQ 2 q(S) and Fq n Im(@ is a non-zero subsystem ofFrp, since E,(F) is an 
essential extension, in r:h?rod-A)‘, ofFlp. Hence Fq n Im(q) =” q(S), because q(S) 
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can contain no non-zero proper subsystems, but this contradicts the fact that 
i(F) = 0. 
If pro(Mod-A) had injective envelopes, this proof would suffice to prove 8.1 
since it is well known that a torsion the ry in an abelian category with injective 
envelopes i hereditary if and only if the class of torsion free objects is closed under 
injective envelopes. In fact one part of this equivalence is almost rue. 
Lemma 8.3. if a torsion free class, 9, it1 pro(Mod-A) is closed wider the formation 
of local isjective welopes, then the correspoltding torsion class, 7, is closed urldcs 
subobjects. 
Proof. Suppose T E ST and let 
C-, T be a subobject of T . 
Suppose we consider the diagram 
t(c.-+C+ T 
where t(c) is the maximal torsion subobject of C. This diagram can be realized in 
some (Mod-A)’ by reindexing if ne -2ssary to get both maps manic in (Mod-A)‘, 
and gives rise to a commutative diagram 
t(C’)+C- T 
$a JP 
C/t(C) + ~,(C/t(C)) 
within (Mod-A)‘, where E$/t(C)) is the injective envelope uf C/r(C) : I + Mod-A 
in (Mod-A)I. EI(C/t(C)) is torsion free by the assumption on v so /3 is the zero 
map; hence so is Al and t(c) = C. 
The following corollary is an easy consequence of 8.1. 
Corollary 8.4. S is left exact. 
We will say that a pro A-module Iv is acyclic if lim@V = 0 for all i 2 0. If we re- 
call that a ring, A, is semi-artinian as soon as it satisfies the property: For all M in 
Mod-A, M 2 0 * soc(lcl) # 0.8.1 has the following extra corollary. 
Corollary 8.S.l“A is senkvtirzian, therz ij’M has zero limit, each local injective 
aiveklpe of M is acyclic. 
Proof. Since E,,,(M) is injective in some (Mod-A)‘, lim”)E,(M) = 0 for i > 0 follows 
from the natural isomorphism 
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Since M is torsion free if and only if it has zero limit (using [12,4.2] and the fact 
that A is semi-artinian) and since 9(J) is closed under local injective nvelopes, the 
result follows easily. 
One of the difficulties in studying the class T(J) is that it is not, in general, 
closed under images. In thf? classical study of abelian groups the analogous problem 
is met by introducing the siotion of a pure subgroup. Following that method we in- 
troduce below the idea of dure subobject and absolutely pure prokmodule; the 
definitions are adapted fro n Freyd [5]. 
Let M be torsion free, :hen a subsystem, IV, of M is called pure if M/N is torsion 
free. A torsion free syster .I, M, is absolutely pure if, whenever it appears as a subsys- 
tem of a torsion free syst.em, it is a pure system. 
Proposition 8.6. L f S(C!) is absolutely pure [fand only if EJL)/L is torsiorz free 
for each local ivtjective envelope E,(L)‘of L. 
Proof. One direction is clear since T(6) is closed under local injective nvelopes. 
Conversely suppose E,(I;)/L is torsion free for each local injective nvelope 
E+,(L) of L. Now let L be a subobject of some torsion free, F. Realizing the mono- 
morphism from L into F, as a promonic map, in some (Mod-A)’ we get 
0 + iQ(L)lL + &(F)IL + EI(F)&(L) + 0 
is exact in (Mod-A)“. 
Since the exact sequence 
0 + Q(L) + Q(F) + ~I(Wl~I(O -+ 0 
is split exact, EI(F)/EI(L) is torsion free being, as it is, a subobject of E,(F), thus 
E’(F)/L is an extension of one torsion free system by another and hence is torsion 
free. Since F/L is a subobject of El(F)/L, it also must be torsion free. 
Corollary 8.7. IfA is a semi-arthian ring, L E 9(J) is absolutely pi:;: lj’and only lf 
lim(l)L = 0. 
Proof. A system M is in s(J) if and only if lim II4 = 0 by [ 12,4.2]. Examining the 
long exact sequence corresponding to
we get 
O+L+EI(L)+EI(L)/L-+O 
0 + lim L + lim El(L) + lim El(L)/L + lim(l)L + l *. 
and so on, but Er(L) is acyclic by 8.5 and hence 
lim &(L)/L 2 ihP)L . 
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The result follows one way on noting that EI(L)/L is torsion free by 8.6 and hence 
has zero limit. The converse iseasy. 
Consider the following extension of a result of Teply [ 1 SJ . 
Proposition 8.8. The following statements are equivalent: 
1) every torsion free sys tern is absolutely pure, 
2) the class of torsion free systems is closed under images, 
3) S is exact. 
Proof. 1) * 2) is clear. 
2) * 3). Suppose that 
is a short exact sequence in pro(Mod-A). Applying 5 we get a “nine-lemma” situation: 
0 0 0 
4 4 -1 
P 
0 + S(L) + s(M) + s(N) + 0 
4 4 4 
o-, L -+ M + N +o 
4 4 4 
0 -+ L/S(L) + M/j(M) s N/i(N) --) 0 
4 4 5- 
0 0 0 
where the columns are exact as is the middle row. The top and bottom row are left 
exact. We have to prove that 0 (or equivalently a) is an epimorphism. 
Im(or) is torsion free by assumption and is isomorphic to N/fl($(M’)). However by 
construction, S(N) is the smallest subsystem ofN such that N/i(N) is torsion free, 
hence 0 must be an epimorphism. 
3) =+ 1). Let L E F(J), then applying S to the short exact sequence 
0 + L -+ E,(L) + EI(L)/L + 0 
we get, by 3), 
so L is absolutely pure by 8.6. 
Combining these last two results with a construction of Jensen [9, p. 5 1 ] and a 
result of Teply [ 151, which states that the simple torsion radical on Mod-A is exact 
if and only if A is semi-artinian, we get the following: 
Theorem 8.9. Let A be an)’ commictative ring, then S : pro(Mod-A) -+ pro(Mod-A) is 
not exact. 
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Proof. Jensen constructs, for A commutative, a pro-A-module L for which 
lim(h, # 0 for all i > 0. If we suppose j is exact, Teply’s result shows that A must 
be semi-artinian and 8.8 shows that L/$(L) is absolutely pure; it then follows that 
lim(lh!, = 0, which contradicts the choice of L. 
9. Localisation 
We have already used a “f i,at” localisation in the previous part of this paper [ 121, 
to study the effect of change of rings on the properties of systems. Here we will 
briefly discuss the use of ths?ocalisation which is attached to the torsion theory 
being used here. 
The reader is referred to the following papers and books for the basic ideas about 
localisations: 
Gabriel [6], Hacque [73,, Lambek [lo] and Swan [ 141 m 
In this case the ipaisse subcategory of pro(Mod-A) being considered isthe full sub- 
category of V(J)-torsion systems. The image of the localisation functor 
L : pro(Mod-A) --+ pro(Mod-A) 
is equivalent to the full subcategory of 9(J)-closed systems, a Y(3)-closed 
pro A-module being defined as follows: 
L is S(J)-closed if, whenever f: M + N in pro(Mod-A) has both kernel and 
cokernel in Y(d), the induced map 
f* : Horn (N, L) -+ Horn (M, L) 
is an isomorphism of abelian groups. 
We recall that L is Y(3)-closed if and only if L is in Y(3) and if, whenever 
is exact with CE Y(J), the sequence splits. 
The following results are well known from the general theory. 
Lemma 9.1. If L is B(J )-closed, then it is absolutely pure. 
Proof. SlAppose M is a torsion free system with L as a subsystem, 
is exact and S(N) is a subsystem ofN. We can form the induced exact sequence 
O+L-+M'-+S(N)-+O 
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where (*) is a pullback. Since L is assumed to be T(J)-closed the top sequence 
splits. M’ is torsion free, so S(N) = 0 as required. 
There is a natural transformation 
characterised bythe fact that ker q(M) = S(M), coker \k(M) is in T(3) and L(M) is 
7 @)-closed. 
Lemma 9.2. If M is absolutely pure, the11 it is T(cl)-closed. 
Proof. Assume M is absolutely pure, then M is in 7 (J). 
0 -+M -+ L(M) -+ Coker \Ir(M) -+ 0 
is exact and since coker @(M) is in T(3) and also in ‘Y(d) (because L(M) E F(J)); 
it must be zero and M z L(M). L(M) is ‘T(d)-closed, hence so is M. 
Thus the localisation process gives a functorial method of constructing a natural 
‘“best” absolutely pure system from a given system. 
From the above we see that there is a four-term exact sequence 
0 + S(M) + M *(M), L(M) + coker \Ir(M’) + 0 
naturally associated to each M in pro(Msd-A). 
Theorem 9.3. For any M in pro(Mod-A) 
lirn(%IQf’) : lim(‘)M i* limci)L(M’) 
is an isomoPphism for all i > 1. 
Proof. We can split the above 4-term sequence into two as follows 
0 i O++(M)+M+Im\k(M)-+O 
0 ii 0 + Im\Ir(M) + L(M) -+ Coker \k(M) + 0 . 
This gives two long exact sequences 
and 
0 + lim S(M) -+ lim M + lim Imp -+ lim%(M) -+ **- 
0 -+ lim Im@(M) + lim L(M) + Blim Coker q(M) -+ *** etc. 
Noticing that lim W(M) = 0 for i 2 1 since S(M) E 7(J), we get 
l&%‘bf 5 limci) ImXI@f) for all i 2 1 . 
Since Coker XL@?) E ?(J j, we also get 
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lim(i) Im !P(M) 3 lim(‘)L(MJ 
for i > 1. The result hen follows. 
If A is a semi-artinian ring then M is torsion free if and only if lim M = 0 and is 
absolutely pure if and only if lim(l)M= 0 as well. Using this we get the following: 
Proposition 9.4. There is a natural isomorphism 
lim Coker 9(M). + lirr#)M 
for any M in pro(Mod-A) if l 4 is semi-artinian. 
Proof. (i) gives 
lim(i)M 2 lim(’ Im \k(M) 
as before whilst (ii) gives a long exact sequence 
0 + 0 + 0 + lim Coker q(M) + lim(l)Im~(M) + 0 + l em . 
The result follows. 
In Mod-A, we havecthe following 
localisation situation: 
diagram (compare Stenstrijm [ 131) for any 
where C is the category of “closed” modules, u is the functor, L, and is left adjoint 
to the inclusion, i; j is the functor which considers a “closed” module as a 
L(A)-module ;n the natural way and is an embedding. The unlabelled pair of func- 
tors is the “change of rings” adjoint pair corresponding to the ring homomorphism 
‘P(A): A + L(A), 
q = ja and so is essentially L again and ia = \I/,(A)q. 
Thus L(M) has a canonical L(A)-module structure corresponding to the embedding 
j. It is natural to ask if something similar is true of pro(Mod-A). 
If S is a simple A-module and 9*(A) denotes the functor 
‘P*(A): M-+MB~ L(A) 
then clearly **(A)(S) = 0. Extending $*(A) (as in 93) to a functor 
pro **(A) : pro(Mod-A) + pro(Mod-L(A)) 
then Y(J) C Ker (pro q*(A)) aird so we get a diagram 
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-L(A )) 
where i is the functor given by the universal property of localisation, exactly as 
before, and 4 = ju. (We have written F = pro q*(A), U = pro 9*(A) to save space.) 
Thus the question which would seem natural to ask is: Isj full and faithful? If it is, 
then every L(M) has a natural pro L(A)-module structure; if not, then an obvious 
subsidiary problem is to find conditions on A for j to be full or faithful or both. 
In fact it is easy to give an example in which j is neither full nor faithful and as 
might be expected this occurs when A is commutative and semi-artinian. In this 
case we can find a pro A-module, M, which is a “Jensen monster” for this ring 
(see [9]) i.e. M satisfies lirn@Jt # 0 for all i > 0. Then from the results of both the 
last section and this one we have that lim(i)L(M) # 0 for i > 1 and hence L(M) is 
certainly non-zero. However L(A) = 0 andj is therefore the zero functor. Since 
T( &closed is non-zero, j is far from being an embedding. 
The answer to the subsidiary question is as yet unknown. 
Note added in proof: It now seems that the localisation functor of section 9 can 
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